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SAP Automotive Consultant

SAP, supply chain & operations, some experience, consultant Belgium share on

When did you last build a solution that could change an entire  automotive  organization?

That’s exactly what you’ll do with us!

You’ll combine your  passion for cars  with your  expertise in SAP . You’re dedicated to

expand your automotive skills and share your experience with your colleagues and customers

worldwide. You always have an  eye for new opportunities  in the automotive industry for

your growing team and love working together with other teams at delaware to  grow our

business  in this field.

You look forward to support and  guide global automotive companies  through their

move to  SAP S/4 HANA  and add value to their business processes. As an  adventurous,

motivated and autonomous   consultant, you have a strong sense of customer satisfaction,

and you don’t back down from  long-term commitments , including  travel  abroad. 

Apply for SAP Automotive Consultant!

Thank you for your application.

We will get back in touch with you soon! Have a great day!
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Who are we?

Did you know delaware is Belgium’s biggest SAP integrator? This means we get to work with

the  latest SAP technologies , and put them to the best use for our automotive customers. 

To optimally support them, we have developed a unique SAP framework to cover the 

unique automotive supply chain end-to-end . Our mixed team of 50+ automotive

consultants (from junior to partner) work together with  international colleagues  to tackle

the main challenges our customers face in this industry and eventually become their #1 long-

term SAP implementation partner. Our start-up mentality will give you the  freedom  to put

your mark on the team and stand at the wheel of our  development for years to come .

Just so you know: delaware has its offices in Antwerp, Ghent, Kortrijk, Lummen, Liège and

Wavre, but we also spend a lot of time working together with our customers on-site, in 

Belgium or abroad  .
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